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Implications of today’s multi-lateral intervention to
support the euro
This may have only been the first battle but when
the major central banks work together to check a
currency trend, they always win the war - Multi-lateral CB
intervention in the currency markets has been a rare occurrence
during nearly 30 years of floating exchange rates since President
Nixon scrapped the Bretton Woods Agreement. The first
instance, as I recall, was in late 1979/early 1980 to support the
US dollar, then to cap its advance in late 1984/early 1985, to
support the greenback in 1987 and on three other occasions
with the last in 1995. There are two important points
to remember about concerted intervention, which I define
as including the US Federal Reserve, the Bank of England,
European central banks (now represented primarily by the ECB)
and the Bank of Japan. The first intervention seldom buys
more than a temporary rebound. More importantly, the CBs
will persist until they have won. Multi-lateral intervention only
occurs when CBs are in unanimous agreement that a major
currency’s strength or weakness is jeopardising their mutual
economic interests. Therefore by definition that trend will be
somewhat overstretched, both technically and fundamentally.
The CBs eventually succeed in turning the trend because they
are market regulators who can change rules in their favour.
Uniquely, they can run trading losses with little fear of reprisal
as they have unlimited funds at their disposal, resorting to
the printing presses if necessary. Think of it this way - if
currency markets are a casino, central banks represent the
house. Therefore the main issue of debate following today’s
intervention concerns the timing. My hunch is that the CBs
came in a little too early, perhaps to boost the European
Central Bank’s reputation prior to the Danish referendum on
28th September. Unless the CBs are very aggressive next
week, the euro will probably retrace today’s rebound, possibly
moving a little lower and into the US$0.83 to US$0.79
range mentioned in FMP124 (11/09/00). This would provoke
additional intervention until the CBs achieve their aim, which is
to put a medium-term floor under the euro.
When it is no longer profitable to short the euro,
speculators will sell the yen - I maintain that euro weakness,
due partially to Japan’s repatriation of capital, has delayed the
yen’s fall. As speculators conclude that they can no longer
make money by shorting the euro, they will sell the yen because
it is overvalued and the interest rate differentials are very
favourable. For currency traders, this is a classic Baby Steps
opportunity as described in FM195. I’ll have more on tactics in
FM196, due for release next Friday.
The prospect of a floor for the euro will help European
stock markets stage a partial recovery - The euro’s weakness
has been cited as a factor behind the accelerating declines
for stock markets, particularly in Europe. These now look
overstretched and a firmer euro will encourage a partial
rebound led by European share indices. However, the main
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influence is crude oil, discussed in FM195 and FMPs 122, 123
and 125.
Best regards - David Fuller
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